
Destination: CARIBBEAN

Itinerary: Miami,Ocho

Rios,Oranjestad,Cartagena,Colon,Puerto

Limon,Ocean

Cay,Miami

Ship: MSC DIVINA

Departure port: Miami, United States

Departure date: 2024-03-10

Duration: 11 Nights

MIA91PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

MIA01D - EVERGLADES TOUR: ENDS AT MIA AIRPORT

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

Miami, United States

2024-03-10

Price per person

Adult: € 768.00

Child: € 0.00

Round off your cruise experience with a trip to one of the world's most primal wetland areas, which occupies a

sizeable portion of southern Florida and gives an impression of how the state would have looked many millennia

ago: The Everglades. After boarding an airboat, you'll embark on a thrilling ride that not only offers numerous

photo opportunities, but will also give you a chance to do a bit of wildlife spotting on the way. At the end of your

trip, you'll have time to browse the gift shop before you are transferred to Miami International Airport to end the

tour. Please note: this tour is intended for guests disembarking from Miami who are booked on a flight from

Miami International Airport after 16:00 hours/4:00 pm. Guests disembarking in Miami who wish to book and

prepay the tour are requested to use code MIA01D. The duration of the tour also includes the time for transfer to

the airport. Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with getting on and

off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair

users wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk on the ship 48 hours prior

to the tour so that arrangements can be made.

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00
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MIA01T - EVERGLADES TOUR: FOR GUESTS IN

TRANSIT

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

MIA02D - MIAMI CITY TOUR - FOR DISEMBARKING

GUESTS

 

CITY TOUR

MIA03D - MINI MIAMI TOUR & DOLPHIN MALL -

DISEMBARKING

 

CITY TOUR

MIA05D - HOP ON HOP OFF MIAMI CITY TOUR - FOR

DISEMBARKING GUESTS

 

SCENIC ROUTE

MIA04T - HOP ON HOP OFF MIAMI CITY TOUR - IN

TRANSIT

 

SCENIC ROUTE

A peek at a part of Florida that has remained largely unchanged for several millennia ago is on the itinerary of

this outing, which will see you board an airboat and roam the vast wetland area known as the Everglades that

covers the southern portion of the US state. Great photo opportunities abound as you make your way through the

primeval mangroves and keeping your eyes peeled may well yield fascinating wildlife sightings. You'll also have

time to browse in the gift shop before you are returned to the cruise terminal and your ship. Please note: only

guests who do not embark/disembark in Miami can take part in this tour; the code to book is MIA01T. Wheelchair

users must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with getting on and off the coach;

wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing

to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk on the ship 48 hours prior to the tour so

that arrangements can be made.

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00

Price per person

Adult: € 60.00

Child: € 42.00

Price per person

Adult: € 57.00

Child: € 40.00

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 33.00
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MIA09D - GRAND TOUR: EVERGLADES & BEST OF

MIAMI

 

CITY TOUR

MIA09T - GRAND TOUR: EVERGLADES & BEST OF

MIAMI - IN TRANSIT

 

CITY TOUR

MIA13D - PROTECTOURS: OCEAN DRIVE AND

LINCOLN ROAD ART DECO WALKING T

MIA13T - PROTECTOURS: OCEAN DRIVE AND

LINCOLN ROAD ART DECO WALKING T

This excursion provides a unique way to see what South Florida is all about, a unique mix of art, architecture,

people and culture from everywhere and beautiful beaches and wild nature. Great photo opportunities and lots of

free time to discover and enjoy a very special place! On this combined Everglades and Miami tour you will

discover the many facets of this area. Travel into the wild nature of the Everglades on an airboat, spot the local

wildlife and assist to a live alligator show. Back to "civilization" you will discover and cruise through many vibrant

areas like Little Havana, the Art Deco District and colorful Wynwood. You will have free time for lunch and shop.

Please note: Food is not included in the tour price; time will be given during the tour though to have lunch at

your own expenses. This tour ends at Miami port for transit guests and at Miami airport for guests who are

disembarking and booked on flights leaving from MIA Airport after 7.30pm. The duration of the tour also includes

the time for transfer to the airport. To book this tour, please use code MIA09T if you will be in transit in Miami or

code MIA09D if you will be disembarking in Miami.

Price per person

Adult: € 100.00

Child: € 70.00

This excursion provides a unique way to see what South Florida is all about, a unique mix of art, architecture,

people and culture from everywhere and beautiful beaches and wild nature. Great photo opportunities and lots of

free time to discover and enjoy a very special place! On this combined Everglades and Miami tour you will

discover the many facets of this area. Travel into the wild nature of the Everglades on an airboat, spot the local

wildlife and assist to a live alligator show. Back to "civilization" you will discover and cruise through many vibrant

areas like Little Havana, the Art Deco District and colorful Wynwood. You will have free time for lunch and shop.

Please note: Food is not included in the tour price; time will be given during the tour though to have lunch at

your own expenses. This tour ends at Miami port for transit guests and at Miami airport for guests who are

disembarking and booked on flights leaving from MIA Airport after 7.30pm. The duration of the tour also includes

the time for transfer to the airport. To book this tour, please use code MIA09T if you will be in transit in Miami or

code MIA09D if you will be disembarking in Miami.

Price per person

Adult: € 100.00

Child: € 70.00

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 66.00

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 66.00
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OCH89PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCH13 - DOLPHIN ENCOUNTER & DUNN'S RIVER

FALLS

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

Ocho Rios, Jamaica

2024-03-12

Price per person

Adult: € 317.00

Child: € 0.00

Enjoy a short drive in air-conditioned comfort to the world famous Dunns River Falls where you will climb 600

feet of cool refreshing water as it cascades over natural limestone terraces. Guides are provided to assist you

when ascending the rushing waters as it plunges directly into the pristine Caribbean Sea. After this invigorating

experience you are transported to Dolphin Cove, where you will participate in a brief orientation and then enter

the world of natures most fascinating creatures: The Dolphins. Get to know these gentle creatures from a

platform in shallow water, experience the emotion as you caress these beautiful animals; enjoy a splash and even

a kiss or two. Visit "Little Port Royal" a replica of Jamaica's most famous pirate "Haunt" and witness pirates

roaming through town. Browse through the largest gift shops of any attraction in Jamaica, stocked with the

widest range of dolphin souvenirs. Listen to the rhythms of the Caribbean music. Shuttle buses are available at

10-minute intervals to return you to the ship or optional shopping at your convenience. Please note: We

recommend comfortable clothing, Comfortable Shoes, Water Shoes to climb the falls, Swim Wear, Change of

Clothes, Towels, Sun Screen. lockers are available for rent at both Dunns River Falls and Dolphin Cove. Children

8 and Under must be accompanied by an adult. Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only be

available in English. Guests under the age of 18 years must have an adult to sign the waiver form. Guests wishing

to climb the falls must be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in height. Guests will not be permitted to jump from the falls.

Price per person

Adult: € 112.00

Child: € 78.00
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OCH14 - DOLPHIN SWIM & DUNN'S RIVER FALLS     

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

OCH02 - BAMBOO RAFTING ON THE MARTHA BRAE
ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Enjoy a short drive in air-conditioned comfort to the world famous Dunn's River Falls where you will climb 600

feet of cool refreshing water as it cascades over natural limestone terraces. Guides are provided to assist you

when ascending the rushing waters as it plunges directly into the pristine Caribbean Sea. After this invigorating

experience you are transported to Dolphin Cove, where you will participate in a brief orientation and then enter

the world of nature's most fascinating creatures: The Dolphins. Get to know the animals as you interact with

them in deep water. Experience the thrill of "riding" the dolphin belly to belly. Dance, sing, play and even enjoy a

kiss or two. Visit "Little Port Royal" a replica of Jamaica's most famous pirate "Haunt" and witness pirates

roaming through town. Browse through the largest gift shops of any attraction in Jamaica, stocked with the

widest range of dolphin souvenirs. Listen to the rhythms of the Caribbean music. Shuttle buses are available at

10-minute intervals to return you to the ship or optional shopping at your convenience. Please note: We

recommend comfortable clothing, comfortable shoes, water shoes to climb the falls, swim wear, change of

clothes, towels, and sunscreen. Lockers are available for rent at both Dunn's River Falls and Dolphin Cove.

Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only be available in English. Guests under the age of 18 years

must have an adult to sign the waiver form. Guests wishing to climb the falls must be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in

height. For the dolphin interaction program, guests must be at least 42 inches to participate on the dolphin swim

portion of this tour. Guests 55 inches tall and under must be accompanied by a paying adult or legal guardian.

Guests with a height greater than 56 inches can participate without any accompaniment. Children under 18

years of age must be accompanied by a paying adult throughout the tour and under their constant supervision at

all times; in such an event, the paying adult will also be required to sign a waiver prior to departure. Guests will

not be permitted to jump from the falls.

Price per person

Adult: € 146.00

Child: € 103.00

Venture to one of the most picturesque places in Jamaica, the "Land of Wood and Water", for a unique Jamaican

experience. Enjoy a countryside drive along the coast; see the rural life-style of Jamaica en route to the Martha

Brae rafting center where you will be greeted with a welcome tropical drink on arrival. Picture yourself on a

bamboo raft built for two, gliding slowly down a river that meanders gently through whispering groves of

bamboo and ferns. As the raft makes its way past shaded banks and dappled sunlight as the mild river breeze

washes over you, hear the story of the "Matibereon" as you float along the river, relaxing in an atmosphere of

tranquility. Arriving at the Rafter's Rest, the bus await for the return trip to Ocho Rios. The final stop on your

excursion takes you to Taj Mahal Shopping Centre for a chance to browse for that perfect souvenir to remind you

of your visit to Ocho Rios. Please Note: guests must be at least 3 years of age to take part and all children must

be accompanied by a paying adult. The raft carries two passengers and is guided by an expert rafts-man. Insect

repellent is advisable.

Price per person

Adult: € 85.00

Child: € 57.00
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OCH29 - OCHO RIOS & DUNN'S RIVER FALLS - LUNCH

INCLUDED

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH32 - BOBSLED JAMAICA & FALLS
ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Time to leave the ship and instead visit one of Jamaicas premiere attractions, the gorgeous Dunns River Falls

near Ocho Rios, which youll reach after a scenic drive. A plaque provided by the Jamaican Historical Society

marks the spot as the site of the battle of Las Chorreras, fought by the English and the Spanish over land rights

in 1657 with the English as the victors. The land was ultimately acquired by the Jamaican government in1972,

since which time it has served locals and visitors alike as a popular recreational area and park. The spring water

that feeds the falls is rich in calcium carbonate, which results in deposits of travertine and makes the falls a self-

regenerating living phenomenon. After a drive to the Dunns River, your guide will lead you up the naturally

terraced river bed as part of a human chain. The climb includes a short pause at the so-called massage parlour,

where the cascading water can soothe tired shoulders. As an alternative to the climb, there are safe spots from

which to watch the others ascend the falls. Next up is a tasty Jamaican buffet lunch by the sea, after which a

sightseeing drive around Ocho Rios rounds off the tour before you return to the ship. Please note: guests are

recommended to wear swimwear under comfortable clothing, high-factor sunscreen and to bring a towel plus a

change of clothing if swimwear is not worn at the waterfall. Slip-proof or water shoes should be worn since

climbing the falls many terraced steps is both strenuous and very slippery. Guests wishing to climb the falls must

be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in height. Guests will not be permitted to jump from the falls.

Price per person

Adult: € 85.00

Child: € 60.00

Board your air-conditioned transportation for the brief drive to Dunns River Falls. Upon arrival follow the local

guide as they lead you up the 600 feet of cascading and slippery falls that empty into the Caribbean Sea. After

this refreshing and exciting climb return to the transportation for the short drive to Mystic Mountain. Embark the

Sky Explorer chairlift for a fun ride up 700 feet through the tropical forest canopy. At the peak spend a few

minutes exploring the interesting educational displays about the history and culture of Jamaica and her people.

Next, get ready for the thrill of your life on the one and only Jamaica Bobsled adventure ride. After an orientation

embark your specially made bobsled and hold on as it plunges through 2780 feet of twists and turns down the

mountain. After coming to a controlled stop, you are lifted back to the top on an elevated tramway. Admire the

panoramic views. Hop a ride on the Sky Explorer chairlift back to the bottom. Please note: Guests will be

required to sign a waiver which may only be available in English. Wear sturdy rubber-soled shoes or bring a pair

with you if you choose to climb Dunn's River Falls. Please be advised that the Falls can be very slippery in places.

Jumping from the falls is not permitted. Bring a swim suit and towel; lockers are available at the falls for a

nominal fee. Children must be at least 54 in height to ride the bobsled without being accompanied by a paying

adult. Guests wishing to climb the falls must be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in height. The order of the tour may be

reversed.

Price per person

Adult: € 100.00

Child: € 70.00
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OCH34 - DUNN'S RIVER FALLS EXPRESS

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH39 - ISLAND SIGHTSEEING & GREEN GROTTO

CAVES

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

Leave the ship for a while and instead venture out to one of Jamaicas most popular natural wonders, the Dunns

River Falls near Ocho Rios, which youll reach by coach. The waterfall is fed by spring water with a high

concentration of calcium carbonate, which in turn leaves deposits of a rock called travertine. As a result, the falls

count as a living and growing phenomenon. Once at the falls and following a safety briefing, youll form a human

chain and be led up the naturally terraced river bed by your experienced guide. Then enjoy a stop at the so-called

massage parlour and experience the soothing effect of the cascading water on its way to the sea. For a more

leisurely look at the falls, you can also spend the time comfortably seated on the terrace or deck and simply

watch the proceedings. The surrounding forest, by contrast, provides the perfect setting for a walk through

tropical vegetation including ferns, bamboo, ginger lilies, orchids, palms and breadfruit trees. Your return to the

ship finally brings the tour to an end. Please note: guests are recommended to bring a towel as well as to wear

high-factor sunscreen, swimwear and non-skid water shoes, since climbing the many steps of the falls is both

strenuous and slippery. Water shoes are available for hire at the waterfall. Guests wishing to climb the falls must

be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in height. Guests will not be permitted to jump from the falls.

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 51.00

Take a scenic drive through the town of Ocho Rios, which is known for its abundant rainfall, verdant landscapes

and rolling hills. Other outstanding vistas will be seen along the way, as you travel to Green Grotto Caves, for a

touch of adventure and a journey into the underground. The caves are situated no more than 1 km from the spot

where Christopher Columbus landed in 1494 and the fact that Runaway Caves numbers among their many

former names is testament to one of the uses to which they were put in the 18th century. The caverns also

provided sanctuary for the Spanish in the 17th century, later facilitated the activities of arms smugglers and were

then used to store rum. Impressive dripstone formations such as stalactites and stalagmites, interconnected

passages leading to larger chambers and the grotto itself with a pool of crystal-clear water are just some of the

attractions that go to make this place so special. On your way back to the surface, a stop will be made at the so-

called Wishing Well, a pool into which youll do well to throw a coin, for luck, for love, for anything your heart

desires. Once you return the surface, the coach will be waiting to take you back to your ship in Ocho Rios. Please

note: this tour is considered to be unsuitable for guests with mobility problems.

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00
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OCH36 - FLAVORS OF JAMAICA - LUNCH INCLUDED

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCH44 - BAMBOO BEACH BREAK

 

SEA & SUN

OCH44A - Bamboo Beach Break- With Snacks & Drinks

 

SEA & SUN

Good food is one of lifes most basic pleasures and this half-day tour will give you a chance to cook up some of

Jamaicas varied cuisine yourself. Whether youre a budding master chef or tend to shun the kitchen, youll find this

experience is at once fun, educational and a treat for your taste buds. Youll first travel from Ocho Rios to the

beautiful Prospect Plantation Great House, which originally dates back to the 18th century. During a visit to

Jamaica in the early 50s, Sir Winston Churchill planted a mahogany tree in the grounds, under which you will

first be greeted by your friendly hostess and then taken on a scenic walk through the ornamental gardens. Theres

also a fabulous view of the sea to enjoy before you head for the veranda and your cooking class. With chef Irie at

the helm and you at your own workstation, youll find out how to make Dolphin Cove Special Blend Jerk Sauce and

coconut with shrimp, prepare a leafy green called callaloo ready for steaming and knead dough for lovely little

deep-fried dumplings known as Jamaican festivals. Youll also prepare your own jerk chicken, which you can then

savour when you sit down for a typically Jamaican lunch. The outing ends with your return to the ship. Please

note: guests must be at least 10 years of age to take part. Guests are further recommended to wear comfortable

clothing and shoes. Guests are advised to leave jewellery and other valuables on board the ship. Beverages are

available at additional cost not covered by the price of the tour.

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 66.00

An approximately 45 minute coach ride from the pier is all that separates you from one of finest stretches of

shoreline Jamaica has to offer: Bamboo Beach Club. On arrival, you'll be met by your guide and shown your

complimentary beach chair. Then you'll be free to chill out in the shade or seek out a sunny spot by the water to

work on your tan. Or take to the water for a refreshing swim, all the while surrounded by glorious views. And lots

of reggae music, of course. Time permitting, a quick shopping break is also included on the way back to round off

the tour. Please note: Beachside massages and snorkel gear hire are available at extra cost. Free WiFi is available

on the beach. Guests are recommended to bring a beach towel, high-factor sunscreen, a camera, and some cash

or a credit card to cover additional purchases. Guests are also recommended to wear swimwear under

comfortable clothing. Guests must be at least 18 years of age to consume alcohol. Guests wishing to book the

tour inclusive of snacks and drinks are requested to book tour code OCH44A (dishes will be served "tapas style").

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 33.00

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 53.00
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OCH45 - BAMBOO BEACH CLUB VIP PACKAGE

   

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCH46 - SCENIC OCHO RIOS, KONOKO FALLS &

BEACH BREAK

  

CITY TOUR

OCH50 - CHUKKA ZIPLINE CANOPY OVER DUNN'S

RIVER FALLS

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

An approximately 45 minute coach ride will prepare you to be pampered on this VIP outing to the gorgeous

Bamboo Beach Club, one of Jamaica's best, and relax to the max in the shade or in the hot Jamaican sun. You can

look forward to splendid sea views, the uplifting sound of reggae, refreshing beverages and tasty cuisine, all

wrapped up in personalized service. Stretch out on padded loungers and sip a glass of something delicious, while

you enjoy your 5-course meal. The on-site hostesses will then serve you where you sit or at a seaside dining table,

whichever you prefer. And to add an extra highlight to your stay, you'll also be entertained by dancers and

drummers performing on the beach. Time permitting, a short stop for you to go shopping is also included on the

way back to your ship. Please note: beachside massages and snorkel gear hire are available at extra cost. Free

WiFi is available on the beach. Guests are recommended to bring a beach towel, high-factor sunscreen, a camera,

and some cash or a credit card to cover additional purchases. Guests are also recommended to wear swimwear

under comfortable clothing. Guests must be at least 18 years of age to consume alcohol. This tour is only

available for guests travelling onboard MSC Seaside.

Price per person

Adult: € 100.00

Child: € 72.00

Arrive at Konoko Falls & Gardens where your guide will take you for an informative tour through the river

gardens and introduce you to a wide variety of plant and animal species endemic to Jamaica. At the Yssasi

Lookout YoPoint you will experience a spectacular view of Ocho Rios and the bay, as this area offers a bird's eye

view of the top of the Konoko Falls. The tour culminates at the Konoko Bar & Jerk Grill where a demonstration on

Jerk Cuisine with sampling and a complimentary Konoko Loco Fruit Punch will be provided. After leaving Konoko

you will take an informative tour of Ocho Rios highlighting the Fern Gully, the main street of Ocho Rios, its Town

Center and continues to the area of Discovery Bay. You arrive at Puerto Seco Beach Club, a spectacular facility

and the only one of its kind in Jamaica. Offering a white sandy beach, a swimming pool, adequate shade options

along the beach, beach lounge chairs, restroom/changing room facilities with locker rentals and shower stalls.

Comfortable dining facilities with buffet service and a beach bar and grill will serve a delicious lunch buffet. Live

entertainment is provided by our in-house entertainment troupe, showcasing the best of Jamaican dance and

talent. Stroll and shop around as there are a number of shops on the property! Free WIFI throughout the

property! Please note: Should wear comfortable clothing, swimwear, water shoes or sneakers, bring towels, high

SPF sunscreen and sunglasses. Water activities available at an additional cost.

Price per person

Adult: € 82.00

Child: € 57.00

Your adventure begins at the base of the world-famous Dunn's River Falls, where you will have the opportunity to

climb the 600 foot natural cascading waterfall. Then it is time to gear up to zip line! Maneuver through the

treetops in the garden by means of horizontal traverses and Indiana Jones style bridges. Get a bird's perspective

of the pristine waterfalls as you soar through the air and walk across suspended jungle bridges positioned

directly over the falls! Please note: Guests are required to sign a waiver. Minimum age is 6 years old and

maximum weight is 265lbs. Closed toe shoes are mandatory for both zip line and climbing the falls. This tour is

not recommended for guests with pre-existing medical conditions, such as heart problems, respiratory problems,

asthma, back, neck and shoulder injuries. Tour is not wheelchair accessible. In addition women who maybe

pregnant or think they might be pregnant are not allowed participate.

Price per person

Adult: € 106.00

Child: € 74.00
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OCH51 - CHUKKA RIVER TUBING SAFARI

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH52 - DUNN'S RIVER FALLS & CHILL AT RAGGAE

HILL

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH53 - PUERTO SECO BEACH GETAWAY

  

SEA & SUN

Take a short ride through Jamaica's mountainous interior. Start your adventure at the Spanish Bridge, the 17th

century landmark where your guide awaits. Participate in a short orientation and begin your three-mile

adventure down the White River. Pass bamboo and coconut plantations as well as a host of beautiful scenery.

Stop at the famous White River Valley for a taste of Jamaican Jerk and enjoy impressive views of the tropical side

of Jamaica. In addition to the natural beauty, the Bar and Grill and gift shop are near for your exploration! Please

note: Maximum weight limit 300 lbs. Minimum age is 6 years old. Waiver forms are required to be signed. This

tour is not recommended for guests who are wheel chair bound or have difficulty walking. Food and

Refreshments are not included and are available for purchase.

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 53.00

Join hands for an exhilarating climb up the natural stone staircase at Dunn's River Falls. Your climbing guide will

take you along the best route and will point out the many cool plunge pools you can slide into as you journey

upwards. Then unwind among the riverfront setting of Reggae Hill, where you can swim in the river, relax in a

comfortable chair, and enjoy reggae tunes from a live band or DJ. Bongo drummers and cultural dancers will amp

up the Jamaican essence. Time permitting, a souvenir stop will be made for you to pick up T-shirts, liquor, coffee,

rum cake and cigars. At the very least you'll head home with a bounty of Jamaican memories. Please note: Bring

towel, sunscreen, hat and/or sunglasses, camera, spending money or credit card. Guests should wear swimsuit

under cover-up. Guests wishing to climb the falls must be at least 92 cm/3 ft. in height. Dunn's River Falls is not

recommended for pregnant women or anyone with heart, neck, back, walking or knee problems. Participants

must be at least 18 years old to drink alcohol.

Price per person

Adult: € 63.00

Child: € 44.00

After being picked up at the port the tour continues from Ocho Rios to Discovery Bay. You arrive at Puerto Seco

Beach Club, a spectacular facility and the only one of its kind in Jamaica. Offering a white sandy beach, a

swimming pool, adequate shade options along the beach, beach lounge chairs, restroom/changing room facilities

with locker rentals and shower stalls. Enjoy the comfortable dining facilities with buffet service and a beach bar

and grill at an additional cost. Live entertainment is provided by our in house entertainment troupe, showcasing

the best of Jamaican dance and talent. Stroll and shop around as there are a number of shops on the property!

Free WIFI throughout the property. Please note: Should wear comfortable clothing, swimwear, water shoes or

sneakers, bring towels, high SPF sunscreen and sunglasses. Food and beverages are not included.

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 33.00
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OCH57 - Blue Hole and River Tubing

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH55 - KONOKO FALLS & MURPHY HILL FARM

TOUR: A MARTHA STEWART TOUR

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCH59 - VIP CABANA TOUR

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH60 - ISLAND TOUR & RUM TASTING AT REGGAE

HILL

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Price per person

Adult: € 131.00

Child: € 91.00

Experience Jamaica's nature at its fullest on this waterfall hike and gastronomic farm tour. Wear your swimsuit

and bring a towel. Arriving from the port to Konoko Falls & Gardens, you'll be guided though river gardens with

streams tumbling into gentle waterfalls, as you hike 30-minutes up the limestone rock formation from the base of

the 600-foot falls that stem from the Milford River, which feeds 2 million gallons of water a day to Ocho Rios.

Continuing through Konoko's botanical gardens and zoo, you'll be introduced to a wide array of endemic animals

and tropical plants with different aromas emanating from sinuously shaped flowers of various colors. Yssasi

Lookout Point offers a spectacular bird's eye view of Ocho Rios and the bay below, including the ship at port,

while Konoko's on-site museum traces the history and culture of Jamaica's original inhabitants, the Taino Indians.

After leaving Konoko Falls, a scenic 30-minute drive through the countryside and hills of Claremont brings you to

Murphy Hill Farm, the latest passion of owner Anna-Kay Tomlinson, the well-regarded Jamaican chef and owner

of Miss T's Kitchen Restaurant in Ocho Rios.  "This is me," she says, eyeing the fields of cabbage and carrots and

pointing to where the Scotch bonnet peppers and scallions will be planted. The idyllic farm setting, located some

1,800 feet above sea level at the highest point above Ocho Rios, offers spectacular views of the town and

Caribbean below. In this farm-to-table experience, guests will walk through gardens, reaping a variety of organic

seasonal vegetables and herbs that will be used to prepare a sumptuous buffet lunch cooked in the farm's open

kitchen and restaurant. If that doesn't whet your appetite, some of Miss T's dishes should do the trick, such as

jerk chicken pasta with sundried tomatoes and crispy cassava sticks; crispy panko crusted fish fillet in a coconut

sauce served with peas and rice; smoked goat with local curries; and escovitch ackee with pickled onions,

carrots, scotch bonnet peppers, pimento and coconut steamed bammy. Belly full of authentic Jamaican cuisine,

you'll begin the journey downhill back to port. Please note: Bring swimsuits, towels, sunscreen and a change of

clothes. Climbing the terraced steps of the falls is strenuous and slippery. Please wear appropriate slip-proof

water shoes. Guests wishing to climb the falls must measure at least 3-feet tall. No jumping permitted from the

falls. Please advise of any food allergies. Menu subject to change.

Price per person

Adult: € 109.00

Child: € 77.00

Price per person

Adult: € 85.00

Child: € 59.00

Price per person

Adult: € 57.00

Child: € 40.00
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OCHEA - EASY & ACCESSIBLE: OCHO RIOS

 

OCHEAW - EASY & ACCESSIBLE: OCHO RIOS - NON-

FOLDING

 

OCH48 - DOLPHIN SWIM

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH47 - DOLPHIN ENCOUNTER

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

This accessible Jamaica shore excursion includes the very best accessible highlights of Jamaica! Experience the

fascinating historic open-air museum Columbus Park, and explore the famous Kokono Falls Park with beautiful

waterfalls, island artifacts and history, tropical botanical gardens and mini zoo with endangered Jamaican

animals. This is fun for all ages! You'll also drive through the lush Fern Gully, a towering green tunnel of ferns,

and enjoy a delicious Jamaican meal at the famous, authentic Jamaican Jerk Center. Your memorable day in

Jamaica ends with some free time to do some souvenir shopping at the Taj Mahal shopping strip (time permitting)

before returning to your cruise ship. Please note: This tour is designed to be accessible for all guests. The tour

route avoids steps and stairs. Accessible bathrooms with wide doors for wheelchairs are present along the tour

route. An accessible vehicle with a wheelchair lift or ramp will be used for transportation. Guides are not allowed

to push wheelchairs. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary. The price includes vehicle, tour guide and

entrance tickets. Lunch/snack costs are not included. In many ports the number of accessible vehicles are

extremely limited; therefore, guests are encouraged to make their accessible shore excursion reservations as far

in advance as possible. Vehicle capacity: Combined weight (guest seated on mobility device) : Max 500 lbs /

227kg. Combined height (guest seated on mobility device) : 55 in/140 cm. Maximum Length : 45 in / 114 cm

Maximum Width : 40 in / 102 cm. Fully confined guests needing to bring along their own wheelchair/scooter

should use code OCHEAW to book this tour.

Price per person

Adult: € 87.00

Child: € 62.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

Price per person

Adult: € 87.00

Child: € 62.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

Price per person

Adult: € 131.00

Child: € 92.00

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 66.00
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OCH58 - OFF ROAD BUGGY & SECRET BLUE HOLE

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCH02ANN - Rafting on Martha Brae anniversary

ARU89PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

ARU16 - ATLANTIS SUBMARINE TOUR

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

Price per person

Adult: € 91.00

Child: € 63.00

Price per person

Adult: € 0.00

Child: € 0.00

Oranjestad, Aruba

2024-03-14

Price per person

Adult: € 591.00

Child: € 0.00

Your adventure begins with a short transfer to the submarine onboard our shuttle vessel SubSeeker. Board the

submarine just off the South East coast of Aruba for a thrilling dive to either the mysteriously sunken airplane, or

the newly sunken coaster, "The Morgenster". You will also have the opportunity to get an up close view of exotic

marine life while diving to depths up to 130 feet. Be amazed by colourful schools of tropical fish, huge sponge

gardens, and the mystical beauties of the coral fields. The educational and entertaining narration of the

experienced, professional, and licensed crew will highlight this unique experience. All of this is in air-conditioned

comfort without getting wet! Please note: Children less than 36 inches in height are not permitted to take part in

this tour. A 12-step ladder must be negotiated when descending into the Submarine.

Price per person

Adult: € 100.00

Child: € 70.00
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ARU21 - CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH SAIL & SNORKEL

   

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

ARU02 - BUTTERFLY FARM & NATURAL WONDERS
NATURAL

WONDERS

Cut loose from your ship for a few hours and instead enjoy a carefree brunch aboard a custom-built catamaran,

complete with sunbathing trampolines, sunbathing spots and shaded areas for your cruising pleasure. Your three

snorkelling highlights are located to the north, and as you sail, you can sip a mimosa and savour tempting

morsels of delicious food. Your first stop will be at Catalina Bay, where the white sand beach provides a great

starting point to go snorkelling in the shallow water and experience its kaleidoscopic variety of underwater life.

Moving on again, your second stop will see you linger a little offshore to view the remains of the Caribbean's

largest underwater shipwreck: the German ES Antilla. Having only embarked on her maiden voyage from

Hamburg mid-July 1939, the ES Antilla was then scuppered by the Dutch on 10 May 1940, barely 10 months

later. Since then, the supine vessel has become home to such marine creatures as coral, sponges, lobsters,

hawksbill sea turtles and even moray eels, making her a fascinating place to visit in a variety of ways. Last up on

the snorkelling itinerary is the marvellously shallow site at Malmok Beach, just a little to the south of the

shipwreck. After all that activity, prepare to reward yourself with seafood paella - freshly prepared on board - and

all that an open bar can offer while you enjoy the leisurely sail back to your ship. Please note: guests are

recommended to wear swimwear under comfortable clothing, high-factor sunscreen and to bring a towel, a

camera and a hat. The tour begins with a short transfer to the marina on an open-air, Caribbean-style bus; the

return route will be completed by boat. Guests must be at least 3 years of age to take part. Children must be

accompanied by a paying adult throughout the tour and under their constant supervision at all times. A maximum

weight restriction of 113 kg / 250 lb per guest applies. Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only

be available in English.

Price per person

Adult: € 97.00

Child: € 68.00

Experience the full beauty of Natural Aruba on a tour that takes you on a journey of discovery. You will first make

the scenic trip to Aruba's number one ecological attraction, The Butterfly Farm. The farm is an unforgettable

encounter with nature in all its diversity. Step into a tropical garden teeming with butterflies and prepare to meet

some of the world's most colourful and unusual creatures. From the Butterfly Farm you will journey to the Aruba

Aloe Balm Facility, where you will take a guided tour and see the production process first hand, from leaf cutting

in the fields to finished lotions and creams in the facility. Travelling on, you will pass countless divi divi trees and

cacti before arriving at the Natural Bridge on Aruba. This natural wonder has been carved of solid coral by the

relentless pounding of the surf. You will then pass the Gold Mill Ruins at Boca Mahos. The excursion ends with

the scenic drive to Oranjestad, the capital of Aruba. Please note: Please wear comfortable shoes - sandy surfaces.

Price per person

Adult: € 63.00

Child: € 45.00
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ARU04 - SEE & SEA ISLAND TOUR
SCENIC ROUTE

ARU07 - TICKET TO PARADISE

   

SEA & SUN

ARU12 - ARUBA'S BEACH TOUR

 

SEA & SUN

Experience the full beauty of Aruba on a tour that takes you around the island and under the sea! After your air-

conditioned bus ride to the pier, you will board the transfer boat for a scenic cruise to the Seaworld Explorer. The

Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine that was developed in Australia for use on the Great

Barrier Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of the vessel and sit in air-conditioned

comfort five feet below the surface of the water. View amazing sea life in this cruising underwater observatory

through large, clear glass windows. The Seaworld Explorer takes you to the wreck of the "Antilla", a 440-foot

German freighter destroyed by an explosion that tore the freighter in two halves during World War II. Delight in

your incredible surroundings as your skilful captain manoeuvres the semi-submarine through the heart of the

Caribbean's largest shipwreck. Returning to shore, your guide drives you to the California Lighthouse where you

can admire the magnificent view of the crashing waves of the windward coast and the tranquil waters of the

Leeward shore. From here your bus takes you to the awesome Casibari Rock Formations where you may climb

the rock gardens to the top of the highest boulder. You will then visit the Natural Bridge, a bridge of rock formed

naturally by the wind and the motion of the sea. Finally, you drive past the Gold Mill Ruins at Boca Mahos and

back to Oranjestad, the capital of Aruba. Please note: Guests have to be able to descend with 11 steps into the

hull of the Seaworld Explorer. Please wear comfortable shoes.

Price per person

Adult: € 73.00

Child: € 52.00

The journey to paradise begins with transfers by bus with historical information about Aruba, followed by a ferry

ride across the Spanish Lagoon on the unexplored south part of the island en route to the private reef island, De

Palm Island. De Palm Island offers it all, spectacular coral formation, large variety of Tropical Fauna including

our friendly Blue Parrot Fish that can be seen while snorkeling in the crystal clear waters dressed by our white

sand pocket beaches. Snorkeling, water slide attraction, Banana boat ride, sunbathing, relaxing, lunch and open

bar. Enjoy our spectacular new state of the art "Blue Parrot" water park with six breathtaking water slides to get

your adrenaline going. Changing rooms and exterior showers are available. A sumptuous Caribbean Lunch buffet

and all beverages are included. Please note: Towel, sun protection and extra cash for souvenirs are

recommended.

Price per person

Adult: € 91.00

Child: € 64.00

Board your open bus amidst Caribbean music and colors and prepare to see the sights that has made Aruba so

popularits spectacular white sandy beaches adorned with all shades of blue! It's turquoise and crystal clear

ocean. Your first beach stop will be at the Arashi Beach for swimming, followed by leisure time at your second

beach stop located at the very popular Palm Beach. Relax, soak up the sun, and enjoy the ocean breeze at Pelican

Pier, situated on Palm Beach. Beach chairs are included at the second beach stop. The tour will conclude at the

cruise terminal. Please note: Wear a swimsuit if you plan to swim and bring a towel and adequate sun protection.

Suggest for guests to bring extra cash in case guests wants to purchase at the restaurant and bar.

Price per person

Adult: € 45.00

Child: € 32.00
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ARU13 - TASTE OF ARUBA
SCENIC ROUTE

ARU14 - KUKOO KUNUKU BEACH & ISLAND TOUR

 

SEA & SUN

ARU15 - BEST OF ARUBA
CITY TOUR

Meet your guide for the day, board your very comfortable air-conditioned bus and prepare yourself to experience

Aruba at its finest. Get a taste of what the island is all about on the background tunes of Aruban Music while

driving through charming Oranjestad and watch the Dutch Colonial architecture with its antique buildings and

houses, merging with its very modern architecture. Your first stop will be the Aloe Factory for a brief description

of the Aloe plantation and a tour through the Aloe museum. Then drive through the country side and discover

Aruba's flora and fauna en route to the Casibari Rock formation, huge diorite boulders found in the center of the

island. Then board your bus and drive to the Natural Bridge Ruins and see a different side of the island. Continue

your tour through the country side en route to the California Lighthouse, for a short stop to enjoy the

breathtaking panoramic top view of the island. Drive in front of Aruba's most beautiful beaches en route to the

cruise terminal. Be welcome to experience Aruba's greatest assets through our very warm and welcoming people,

always ready to share our island and its unique culture and history.

Price per person

Adult: € 54.00

Child: € 39.00

Hop aboard the famous Kukoo Kunuku Bus and shake your maracas to the beat of Caribbean music on our way to

visit the Alto Vista Chapel and the California lighthouse, two of our favorite famous landmarks. You will also stop

at Casibari Rock Formation, enjoy views of our unique countryside, colorful cunucu houses and wildlife. After a

short one hour sightseeing tour we are off to The White Sand Beach. Here you will have time to laze in the sun,

swim in our azure waters, explore our beautiful beaches, have lunch under a palm tree or just sip a pina colada

and daydream. Please note: Wear or bring a swimsuit, beach towel and adequate sun protection. Lounge chairs

are included and complimentary ice water by the glass is available on the island tour and at the beach. Umbrellas

are available for rent. Other beverages and food are available for purchase at the beach and a souvenir shop is on

premise if you have forgotten anything. Shopping Mall within 5 minute walk of the Beach Area.

Price per person

Adult: € 45.00

Child: € 32.00

Begin your tour driving through the colourful capital "Oranjestad", and up to the California Lighthouse, where

your driver guide will explain everything about the first habitants on Aruba. Next stop will be the Alto Vista

Chapel where it's said that the local Indians were converted to Christians. Head to the north coast and see the

collapsed Natural and the Baby Natural Bridge. Your final stop will be the Aloe Factory to view the harvest and

the production of Aruba's Aloe vera plant. On your return to the ship you will have the option to be dropped off in

town (5 min walking distance to the cruise ship terminal) for shopping or just return to the ship. Please note: Sun

protection and extra cash are suggested for souvenirs.

Price per person

Adult: € 57.00

Child: € 40.00
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ARU18 - SEA WORLD EXPLORER SUBMARINE

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

ARU19 - SIGHTSEEING & SWIM TOUR

 

SEA & SUN

ARU20 - ARUBA TREASURES
SEA & SUN

The Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine developed in Australia for use on the Great Barrier

Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of this cruising underwater observatory and sit in

air-conditioned comfort five feet below the surface of the water, exploring amazing sea life through large, clear

glass windows. After your air-conditioned bus ride to the pier, you board a transfer boat that takes you to the

Seaworld Explorer. Our skilled captain and knowledgeable narrator, guide the semi-submarine to the wreck of

the "Antilla", a 440-foot German freighter destroyed during World War II. The huge ship lies on her side just

under the surface of the ocean, providing a home to thousands of colourful fish and corals. Measuring 440 feet in

length, this is the largest wreck in the Caribbean. From the wreck, you enjoy a relaxing cruise to shore. Please

note: Guests have to be able to descend with 11 steps into the hull of the Seaworld Explorer.

Price per person

Adult: € 57.00

Child: € 40.00

Thanks to this entertaining half-day tour, exploring the beguiling sights of Aruba has never been easier. Your

outing kicks off with an enjoyable drive through Oranjestad, the island's capital, en route to Aruba's northern

shores for an outside viewing of the California Lighthouse. First lit in 1916, the lighthouse was named after the

wreck of a steamship that sank nearby in 1891. Your driver/guide will tell you a little about Aruba's first

inhabitants before you move on to one of the island's most visited locations: the Baby Natural Bridge, the - now

sadly collapsed - Natural Bridge and the amazing Casibari Rock Formation. The size of small houses, these huge

rock formations make for fabulous photo moments, so do keep your camera at hand. One of Aruba's pristine

beaches is next, where the soft white sand and clear blue of the water make a perfect setting for just under 1

hour of free time to go swimming or simply laze around and catch the sun. To end the tour, you'll have a chance

to return directly to the ship or be dropped off in town to do some shopping, with only a 5-minute walk back to

the cruise terminal when you're done.

Price per person

Adult: € 54.00

Child: € 39.00

A few of Aruba's numerous treasures are yours to discover on a varied half-day tour dedicated to delivering only

the best. The first destination in this line-up of must-sees is the fascinating Aruba Aloe Museum & Factory, which

serves to illustrate the 160-year history of aloe farming in Aruba. Also included on the itinerary are gorgeous

views from the top of the huge Casibari Rock Formations in the north of the island as well as a stop at the at the

Bushiribana Gold Mills Ruins, the abandoned gold mill that once processed ore from mines in the nearby hills

during Aruba's gold rush of the nineteenth century. The final two stops on the tour will then be at the lovely Alto

Vista Chapel, the site at which Aruba's Christian traditions are said to have been founded, and the early 20th-

century California Lighthouse, which carries the name of an unfortunate ship that was wrecked nearby in the late

19th century. Your return to the ship wraps up your Aruba outing. Please note: As a mark of respect, guests

wishing to enter the Roman Catholic chapel are requested to bring/wear appropriate clothing.

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 34.00
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ARU23 - ARUBA 4X4 TOUR

   

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

ARU25 - PROTECTOURS: ARIKOK NATIONAL PARK

HIKE & CAVES TOUR

CAR07 - PANORAMIC SIGHTSEEING TOUR

 

SCENIC ROUTE

Some of Aruba's most popular sights, an abundance of natural beauty and plenty of photo stops await you on this

enjoyable tour in a 4x4 vehicle, which you can board either as a passenger or even drive yourself. You'll be

following a friendly local guide, who will provide you with information on the island and its unique flora and

fauna on the way. Among the landmarks you will stop at or pass are the early 20th-century California Lighthouse

and the nearby Arashi Beach on the north-western shore, the mid-18th century Alto Vista Chapel, the site at

which Aruba's Christianisation began, and the fascinating Casibari Rock Formation, a collection of strangely

shaped rocks whose exact origins continue to be shrouded in mystery. Your afternoon Aruban adventure ends

with your return to the ship. Please note: guests wishing to drive must be in possession of a valid driving license.

Guests must be at least 18 years of age in order to drive the Jeep. This tour is not recommended for guests using

a wheelchair or with mobility problems. Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only be available in

English.

Price per person

Adult: € 103.00

Child: € 73.00

Price per person

Adult: € 66.00

Child: € 46.00

Cartagena, Colombia

2024-03-15

This is an opportunity to experience the uniquely magnificent city of Cartagena de Indias from the comfort of

your air-conditioned motor coach. Cartagena is a UNESCO World heritage site and a living breathing city that

has been remarkably well preserved. Departing from the pier side and accompanied by expert local guides your

first stop will be a panoramic view of the imposing military fort of San Felipe de Barajas, which is situated

outside the walled city. This immense building is considered to be the most outstanding feat of Spanish military

engineering in the New World with its construction beginning in 1536 and lasting for 121 years. Move on to

Getsemani, one of the city's historical and most storied neighbourhoods, home to lovely colonial architecture and

an authentic Colombian vibe that have made it such a popular spot in recent years. You will then continue to the

historic colonial city. The immense walls took 194 years to be completed and enabled Cartagena to defend itself

from the numerous attacks of English pirates and other would be invaders. The Spanish colonial architecture is

some of the most impressive and best preserved in South America with its imposing merchant's houses, narrow

streets, flower bedecked balconies stunning civic buildings and beautiful churches. You will continue to

Bocagrande, which in complete contrast with the old city, is modern with high rise apartment complexes, hotels

and restaurants. Here you will have the opportunity to visit the wonderful world of emeralds in Caribe jewelry

and their Emerald museum, before returning to the port. This museum also keeps the legendary 260 pounds

PETRA, the largest emerald bearing vein ever unearthed in Colombia with more than sixty crystals with

terminations weighing more than two thousand carats.

Price per person

Adult: € 51.00

Child: € 36.00

 Note for guests with disabilities
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CAR89PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

CAR01 - CARTAGENA CITY TOUR

 

CITY TOUR

CAR04 - CARTAGENA WALKING TOUR
CITY TOUR

Price per person

Adult: € 303.00

Child: € 0.00

Explore the city of Cartagena, which has a reputation as impenetrable after the construction of its impressive

fortress. Departing from the pier, you will pass by the "Republican" architecture of Manga residential area. Your

first stop, La Popa Monastery, built during the 17th century and dedicated to Nuestra Señora de la Candelaria,

one of the city's patron saints, enjoy the splendid view over the city and visit the small chapel. Continue to a

photo stop at the Fort of San Felipe de Barajas, the most important work of Spanish Military engineering in South

America. Las Bovedas Artisan Center is next, built as dungeons and as a means of storage, today local artisans

display their work there you will enjoy handicraft shopping. Wander the narrow cobblestone streets and squares

inside the walled city, marvel with the majestic view of San Pedro Claver, the patron saint of slaves, Plaza and

church . Plaza de Bolívar is the next stop and features a statue of its namesake. Across the street we find the

Inquisition Palace, the Inquisition was established in Cartagena in the year 1610 to punish any crimes against the

Catholic faith. Located in this building you can see samples of jails and torture chambers. The sentencing

ceremony used to take place in public, in the middle of the plaza. Continue on to the Gold Museum, enjoy viewing

the impressive selection of exquisite gold pieces and pottery, as well as exhibits relating to the history of the

Sinú, an ancient native people. Last stop at Pierino Gallo Shopping Center around 45 minutes to shop before

returning to the ship. Please note: The sightseeing portion in the old town requires extended periods of walking

and standing.

Price per person

Adult: € 60.00

Child: € 42.00

The tour departs from the pier in air conditioned buses, passing by the traditional district of Manga to admire the

beautiful houses of the Republican Period. The walking tour starts at SANTIAGO´S BASTION. Visitors will go

down the ramp and take San Juan de Dios Street, admiring the charming colonial architecture of the area and

finish at the San Pedro Claver´s Plaza. The tour continues down towards Custom Plaza, which was the

commercial centre during the colonial time. The walk will proceed to Plaza de la Proclamación to admire the

Cathedral and the Governor's building, which in the colonial days was used as headquarters of the Spanish

government. Plaza de Bolivar will be the next stop. The tour strolls down the street admiring the magnitude of

the colonial mansions in the area ending at Santiago's Bastion. From here, the tour continues by coach to Las

Bóvedas, for a 15 min. shopping stop and then to a 15 min. sightseeing drive thru Bocagrande. On the way back

to the pier, guests will make a brief stop at San Felipe de Baraja´s fort for a panoramic view. Please note: Not

designed for wheelchair bound guests and walking problems at all. Comfortable walking shoes are

recommended.

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 33.00
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CAR05 - ECOLOGICAL TOUR & MANGROVES SWAMP

TUNNELS

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

CAR06 - ROSARIO ISLAND TOUR WITH LUNCH

 

CITY TOUR

CAR08 - OLD CARTAGENA, FOLKLORIC SHOW &

SHOPPING
SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Your tour starts with a panoramic view of the San Felipe de Barajas Fortress, situated outside the walled city.

This monumental fort is considered to be the most outstanding feat of Spanish military engineering in the new

world. Its construction began in 1536 and lasted for 121 years. After a quick drive through the narrow street the

walled city, you will continue to the Mangroves area. There you will be taken by canoe through mangroves

tunnels to the Cienaga de la Virgen. A great diversity of birds such as the Kingsfisher, White heron, Common

Laura, Pink Spatula and Pelicans live in this area. Enjoy the beautiful flora and fauna that encompasses this

fascinating eco-system.

Price per person

Adult: € 63.00

Child: € 44.00

Enjoy a scenic speedboat ride from Cartagena to the Rosario Islands located 24 miles to the south of Cartagena.

The Rosario Islands are composed of 27 islands, 3 of them belonging to the state and the other 24 totally private.

The area is designated as a National Natural Park which is ideal for the development of coral reefs in its 55

kilometers of protected area with depths up to 90 feet. Your first stop will be at Isleta for a welcome beverage

and fresh fruit. Next, you will sightsee around the islands by boat and visit the local aquarium at Isla de San

Martin. Enjoy the show with the dolphins and sharks before returning to Isleta for lunch. This area is also the

best for snorkeling, with coral reefs, sponges and many different kinds of fish to admire, or you may simply

choose to relax and enjoy the beach area. Please note: Please wear your swimsuit and bring a towel, At the same

time remember to bring your own snorkel gear which is not included.

Price per person

Adult: € 103.00

Child: € 72.00

This fascinating tour of the magnificent city of Cartagena de Indias, includes a tour of the historic colonial city

and a beautiful show of Colombian music and dance at the painstakingly restored Heredia Theatre. Your tour

starts with a panoramic view of the San Felipe de Barajas Fortress, situated outside the walled city. This

monumental fort is considered to be the most outstanding feat of Spanish military engineering in the new world.

On entering the walled city you will make 10 minutes stop for photographs at the San Francisco Gun Battery and

you will then have the opportunity to encounter the 16th Century first hand with the city's beautifully preserved

colonial Houses, Churches, Plazas and Museums. A visit to San Pedro Claver Cloister and Monastery built in

homage to the protector of slaves, serves as a reminder of the turbulent past of Cartagena. The ornate and very

beautiful Heredia Theater was built in 1911 from the ruins of the old Mercy Church to commemorate the

Centenary of the independence of Colombia from Spain and has been restored as a cultural centre for theatrical

and musical performances. Here a folk show of music and dance will be presented by local artists in the main

auditorium. The show consists of 5 beautiful dances of three important regions of Colombia such as the Atlantic

Coast (Cumbia), the Pacific Coast (Currulao and Abosao), and from Los Andes region (the Market Place and the

Indian Legend). You will then continue your tour to Bocagrande, the modern part of Cartagena. Here you will

have the opportunity to visit the wonderful world of emeralds in Caribe jewelry and their Emerald museum,

before returning to the port. This museum also keeps the legendary 260 pounds PETRA, the largest emerald

bearing vein ever unearthed in Colombia with more than sixty crystals with terminations weighing more than two

thousand carats.

Price per person

Adult: € 63.00

Child: € 44.00
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CAR11 - OLD CITY OF CARTAGENA AT YOUR LEISURE

 

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

CAR12 - CHIVA PARTY BUS

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Boasting a history that can be traced back to its foundation in 1533, modern-day Cartagena presents itself as a

city of contrasts. Featuring visits to both the old walled part of the city - a UNESCO World Heritage Site since

1984 - and its more modern quarters, this tour will show you some of Cartagena's best must-sees. After your

coach takes you through the upmarket La Manga residential area, known for its exclusive mansions and

impressive villas, and past the mid-17th-century Castillo de San Felipe, you'll be dropped off at La Marina Park

and left to explore the beautiful walled city at your leisure. Soak up the historical vibe as you walk down old

alleyways lined with the loveliest colonial buildings - and keep your camera at hand to take some photos to show

your friends at home. As you stroll through history with ancient plazas at every turn, you might even find an

authentically Colombian memento in one of the quarter's myriad shops. At the appointed time, you'll pick up your

coach again at the drop-off point for a drive through the modern residential districts of Bocagrande and

Castillogrande, located on a small peninsula just to the south of the walled city. From quaint old lanes to modern

commerce, glitzy shops, restaurants and grand hotels: the contrast between the two worlds couldn't be more

dramatic. Your tour then draws to a relaxing close with the brief return drive to the pier and your ship. Please

note: the drop-off point (La Marina Park) is also the point at which guests must pick up the coach again to return

to the ship.

Price per person

Adult: € 36.00

Child: € 25.00

This entertaining party-and-sightseeing tour begins as soon as you board the chiva bus at the pier and continues

until the moment you return. Chiva buses - open-sided vehicles painted every colour under the sun - were once

used to provide public transport in rural areas, but have since been given a new lease on life. An open bar on

board the bus and non-stop local papayera and vallenato music ensure the mood is relaxed throughout as you

make your way around the major sights. Brief photo stops are scheduled at San Felipe Fortress, the bay of

Manga, the bottom of La Popa hill, the districts of El Centro, Bocagrande and El Laguito, the 16th-century

Castillo San Felipe de Barajas as well as Cartagena's old quarter with the vaults of Las Bóvedas. A longer stop,

with time for you to stretch your legs, enjoy refreshments and local entertainment or dance to the music on the

bus, is also planned at the historical Fortress of Santa Catalina. A final break is then included at the Las Bóvedas

Artisan Centre, where you can browse the handicrafts and shop for a souvenir before the chiva takes you back to

the pier. By the way, each bus has its own peculiar nickname so be sure to find out what yours is called before

you re-board your ship. Please note: guests must be at least 12 years of age to take part. Children must be

accompanied by a paying adult throughout the tour and under their constant supervision at all times. Guests

wishing to drink alcohol must be at least 21 years of age. Guests are recommended to wear light, comfortable

clothing and comfortable shoes or sandals.

Price per person

Adult: € 60.00

Child: € 42.00
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CAR13 - CARTAGENA HOP ON HOP OFF

 

SCENIC ROUTE

CAR14 - COLOMBIAN COFFEE EXPERIENCE &

GRADUATION IN OLD CARTAGENA

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

CAR18 - SEA RUMBA & OLD CITY

  

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

Few places on Earth are as beautiful as Cartagena, a city that offers both history and modernity. From beautiful

architecture to striking monuments, there are plenty of inspiring sightseeing opportunities along our 13 stops.

You can hop-on and off our fun-filled open top double-decker bus unlimited times at any of these stops and enjoy

the city at your own pace. Some of the main stops along this tour are San Felipe Castle, Walled City, The Clock

Tower, Inquisition Palace, Modern City and many more. A bus will pass by any of the 13 stops every

approximately 25-30 minutes. A fully guided 90-minute (optional) walk through the Walled City is included,

starting and ending at stop # 12 - Bodeguita Pier. Notes: The length of the entire tour is approximately 100

minutes, if you decide not to hop off at any of our stops. If you do choose to hop off at any of our stops, please

ensure you allow ample time to return to the port.

Price per person

Adult: € 41.00

Child: € 29.00

Even if you're not a bit of a budding barista, this entertaining tour of fabulous fortress views and a special coffee-

appreciation experience at an award-winning Colombian estate is sure to appeal. Leaving the walled city, you'll

first be able to savour views of the 16th-/17th-century San Felipe de Barajas, a huge fort that took more than 100

years to build and is considered to be an outstanding feat of Spanish military engineering in the New World.

You'll then continue on to the estate for your coffee experience. Committed to educate the consumer and

convinced to be able to turn them into apostles of gourmet coffee, San Alberto has designed the Coffee

Extravaganza. A coffee immersion into Colombia's most awarded single estate coffee. A delight for your palate

that will present a new array of surprising new flavors. Brief overview of the stages from bean to roast followed

by a coffee flight prepared on 3 alternative brewing methods which will give you the opportunity to taste 3

unique coffee profiles. You will then continue to the historic colonial city. The immense walls took 194 years to be

completed and enabled Cartagena to defend itself from the numerous attacks of English pirates and other would

be invaders. The Spanish colonial architecture is some of the most impressive and best preserved in South

America with its imposing merchant's houses, narrow streets, flower bedecked balconies stunning civic buildings

and beautiful churches. The city is dotted with many squares and public spaces which are now are home to

sidewalk cafés and restaurants with opportunity stop for shopping before return to the pier. Please note: this tour

is not recommended for guests with high blood pressure or who are sensitive to caffeine.

Price per person

Adult: € 60.00

Child: € 42.00

Your tour begins with a nice short boat ride to the Old Town for a guided walk within the city walls to Plaza

Bolivar and Plaza San Pedro and the main attractions. An orientation will be provided to take the most out of the

opportunities the city offers, and then there will be free time available for shopping or just taking in the wonders

of this great place. As you return to the boat, the party will begin! During a scenic cruise through the Inner Bay

for aprox 1.5 hours, as your local guide points out the main colonial and modern highlights combined with live

music and dancers, an open bar (rum punch, rum and cola and sodas) and local dancers will make sure you take

the best memories from the warm hearted people and music from Cartagena. The tour ends at the cruiseship

port.

Price per person

Adult: € 66.00

Child: € 46.00
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CAR21 - World Culinary Discoveries in Cartagena

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

CRI03 - PANAMA CANAL CRUISE

 

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

CRI89PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

CRI01 - EMBERA INDIAN CULTURE

 

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

Price per person

Adult: € 66.00

Child: € 46.00

Colon, Panama

2024-03-16

The journey begins when we board the buses for a ride to either Gamboa Dredging Division Pier or Cucaracha

Pier inside the Panama Canal where you will take the ferry boat that will transport you through The Panama

Canal. The ferry will have sufficient space for everyone. The navigation starts through Gaylard Cut that was the

most important and difficult part of the Panama Canal construction, here is where the continental divide is

located. After crossing Gaylard Cut we will enter Pedro Miguel Locks on our way into Miraflores Lake. After

crossing Miraflores Lake we will enter Miraflores Locks on our way to the Pacific Ocean. Centennial and

AmericaÕs bridge will be seen during the adventure. Finally you will arrive at Pacific Port that is the entrance of

the Panama Canal at the Pacific Ocean. Here you will take the buses back to the ship. Each passenger will

receive a commemorative certificate of doing the Panama Canal Transit and contributing on the expansion of it!

Please note: The transit of ships is subject to the local authorities. Transiting time depends on the traffic

schedule of each day. In case it is needed, the tour may be operated in a different way by transiting on the

Atlantic Side instead of transiting on the Pacific Side. The tour includes an approx. 1.5 hr. bus ride each way.

Price per person

Adult: € 152.00

Child: € 107.00

Price per person

Adult: € 591.00

Child: € 0.00

Paradise found in its purest form. This incredible journey takes you to the jungles of Chagres, where you will

encounter the Embera Indians. Our adventure begins with a 10 minute dugout canoe transfer up the Chagres

River. The Embera are a unique and beautiful people. They live much as they did when Columbus arrived in the

1500's. You will soon forget the outside world as you are immersed in their cultural dance and music. During our

visit, we will see that the Embera possess amazing botanical knowledge Ð most will be surprised to learn of their

contributions to modern pharmaceuticals. We are welcome to paint our bodies as the Embera do, with a natural

fruit dye called Jagua. We will also have the opportunity to view famed Embera handcrafts.

Price per person

Adult: € 97.00

Child: € 68.00
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CRI02 - TWO OCEAN RAILROAD JOURNEY

 

CITY TOUR

CRI02A - TWO OCEAN RAILROAD JOURNEY DOME

CAR

 

CITY TOUR

CRI04 - PANAMA CITY TOUR

 

CITY TOUR

Nowhere else in the world can you travel from one ocean to another, crossing the continent of the Americas in

only an hour. This is what makes Panama an amazing country. This tour is an exotic cocktail of experiences and

history all rolled-up together. Leaving from Colon City on the Caribbean Coast, famous characters and places are

mentioned and as history unfolds over time, the scenery also changes when arriving at Gatun Lake, where large

vessels can be seen navigating the Panama Canal. YouÕll then cross the continental divide to reach the Amador

Causeway on the Pacific side, where amazing views of Panama City await you. The causeway was built using

material excavated during the canalÕs construction. The return route to the pier will then take you past the

former Panama Canal Zone where military installations of the American administration stand as a reminder of

the areaÕs strategic importance. Lastly, youÕll head back to the ship to bring the outing to a close. Please note:

guests are advised that there may be delays on the train ride due to cargo trains.

Price per person

Adult: € 158.00

Child: € 104.00

Price per person

Adult: € 167.00

Child: € 117.00

There is only one place on earth that you can reach via the Caribbean Sea, then travel overland for an hour and

leave via the Pacific Ocean: Panama City. Located at the entrance to the Panama Canal - a major feat of

engineering that has now been in operation since 1914 - Panama City is not simply a pleasing blend of modern

and colonial architecture, but also looks back on a long and interesting history. It was from Panama City that

Francisco Pizarro launched his two unsuccessful attempts to conquer the Incan empire in Peru - once in 1524 and

then again in 1526 - and Vasco Núñez de Balboa ventured out to ultimately discover the Pacific Ocean in 1513.

And Panama City was the first settlement to be founded on the Pacific side of the American continent, namely in

1519, at which time it formed a vital communication channel between Spain and its colonies in the Pacific. This

scenic, yet acquainted visit to Old Panama then continues on again by coach to Casco Antiguo, or the Colonial

City. Founded in 1673, the city replaced the old capital, which at that time had already lain in ruins for 2 years

after an attack of the Englishman, Captain Henry Morgan. The Casco Antiguo is full of historical buildings, which

include a cathedral, the national theatre, and the fabulous Las Bóvedas walkway. As a final extra before returning

you to the ship, the tour also includes a quick visit to Agua Claras Locks (Expansion Center) to see how the

Panama Canal operates. Please note: This tour includes a long route by bus. As the transit of ships through the

lock is subject to local authority permission and is dependent on daily scheduling, no guarantee can be given that

any ships will be passing through the lock at the time of your visit. The order of the visits may vary.

Price per person

Adult: € 103.00

Child: € 72.00
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CRI06 - KAYAKING ON LAKE GATUN

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

CRI08 - MONKEY WATCH AT GAMBOA

  

NATURAL

WONDERS

CRI09 - PANAMA OLD QUARTER
CITY TOUR

Take a break from your ship, board a coach and enjoy the drive to your main stop, the Hotel Melia Panama Canal,

which forms the starting point of your kayaking adventure on Lake Gatun. This exhilarating experience is sure to

appeal to guests of an adventurous persuasion, who enjoy physical exercise and love the great outdoors.

NatureÕs bounty in the form of stunning scenery and an abundance of wildlife is evident at every turn as you

explore the area from the watery vantage point of your kayak Ð without doubt the best seat in the house. The

tour will include a Kayak ride around the wildlife of Gatun Lake. Please note: Guests must be at least 8 years of

age to participate and are recommended to be physically fit. As you are likely to get wet during the kayaking

activity, you are recommended to bring a change of clothes, wear swimwear, sunscreen, a sunhat, sandals and

bring a towel.

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00

Natural adventure of sight and sound, combined with the thrill of speeding through the Panama Canal next to the

mighty ships transiting this man-made wonder! After an exhilarating 30-minute ride at high speed right through

the heart of the Panama Canal, the boat will slow down and enter the labyrinth of jungle-covered islands of Lake

Gatun. In this protected area the wildlife is plentiful, and you are likely to encounter capuchin monkeys, 3-toed

sloth, howler monkeys, various kinds of toucans and other bird life as well as caimans, crocodiles, turtles and a

wealth of butterflies. This is an exceptional place to experience the sights and sounds of the jungle up close. Our

trained naturalist guides will ensure that you have an outstanding nature experience by tracing the wildlife as

well as educating you about it and its habitat throughout this exceptional jungle and canal adventure.

Price per person

Adult: € 91.00

Child: € 63.00

With numerous fascinating sites with a history intertwined with Spain, France and the United States that never

fails to delight, Casco Viejo (Old Compound) offers highlights which include the 17th century churches, the ruins

of century convents and residences, original dungeons, a French monument to the 22,000 who died building the

Panama Canal and the Panama Canal Museum in an elegant, restored building that once housed the

headquarters of the French company that attempted to build a sea level canal.

Price per person

Adult: € 73.00

Child: € 51.00
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CRI12 - PANAMA CANAL EXPANSION

  

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

CRI14 - ECO CRUISE ON GATUN LAKE

  

NATURAL

WONDERS

CRI18 - PROTECTOURS: THE NEW LOCKS & SAN

LORENZO, A UNESCO WORLD HER
SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Hailed as a major feat of early 20th-century civil engineering and one of the most testing building projects ever

undertaken, the Panama Canal served to revolutionise global shipping when it was inaugurated after 10 solid

years of construction work in 1914. Removing the need to navigate either around the notoriously hazardous Cape

Horn in the south of Chile or the equally tricky Strait of Magellan, the 48-mile ship canal provided an easily

navigable link between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans via the Caribbean Sea. Your trip to this iconic structure

begins with a short drive to the waterwayÕs Expansion Observatory Platform to learn a little about the current

construction project that aims to add capacities for a larger shipping lane by building a new and bigger set of

locks. This experience at the canal will give you the opportunity to see the former Canal Zone, residential and

military facilities that were built by USA at the beginning of the last century. Your fascinating tour of the Panama

Canal then comes to a close with your return to the ship.

Price per person

Adult: € 91.00

Child: € 63.00

Forming a large part of the Panama Canal, Gatun Lake is one of the countryÕs major transport routes, but

equally a place of great natural beauty and your destination on this leisurely tour. An approx. 20-minute air-

conditioned drive will first take you to the Meli Resort, after which youÕll have time to stretch your legs before

you board the boat for the 1.5-hour eco-cruise. Created when the Gatun Dam was constructed in the early 20th

century, Gatun Lake is surrounded by rainforest with the usual jungle crowd: exotic birds, monkeys, sloths,

iguanas, crocodiles and more. YouÕll be heading for one of the lakeÕs most secluded spots to savour this natural

splendour first hand. The experience promises to be particularly rewarding thanks to information provided by

your tour guide on the animals and their various habitats. Following your lake cruise, youÕll go on a rainforest

walk and follow the eco-trail that surrounds the lake, while you nature guide points out wildlife and shares

details on habitat. The coach transfer back to the ship then gives you time to relax. Please note: guests are

recommended to wear light, comfortable clothing and comfortable walking shoes.

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 65.00

Price per person

Adult: € 87.00

Child: € 62.00
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PLI02 - THE TORTUGUERO CANAL

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

PLI24 - SLOTH SANCTUARY & CANOE EXPLORATION
SCENIC ROUTE

Puerto Limon, Costa Rica

2024-03-17

Consummately beautiful, the Tortuguero Canal and waterways are your destination on this enjoyable half-day

tour. An approx. 25-minute coach ride from the pier will first see you reach the private jetty to board a specially

customised boat that will take you through the jungle-fringed canal and other natural waterways. As you slowly

glide down the canal, which runs parallel to Costa Rica's Caribbean coastline, you'll quickly understand why this

area is also called Costa Rica's Amazon - the abundant rainforest with a profusion of flora and fauna is all around.

Look out for orchids and water lilies, try to spot birds, monkeys, sloths, toucans and even crocodiles, all of which

call these parts home. Wave to the locals busy on the banks or in dugout canoes on the water and let your eyes

roam over the spectacular nature-given panorama, with the lush vegetation to either side delightfully mirrored in

the water. Your cruise through one of Costa Rica's greenest destinations will be rounded off by complimentary

soft drinks and tropical fruit plus the sound of calypso music. Please note: guests are recommended to wear light

clothing, sunglasses, a hat, high-factor sunscreen, comfortable walking shoes and insect repellent as well as to

bring a camera, binoculars and rainwear.

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 52.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

Spend half a day meeting some of Costa Rica's cutest creatures: sloths. From their greenish-tinged fur and

languid movements to their permanently smiling faces, sloths are simply some of the coolest dudes in the jungle.

A short drive from the port will first take you to the site of your encounter: The Sloth Sanctuary of Costa Rica,

founded as a not-for-profit rescue centre in 1997. After learning a little about the laid-back lifestyle of two- and

three-toed sloths, you'll get to say hello to some of the lovable lodgers, for instance Buttercup. As the park's first

resident and reigning queen, you'll probably find her holding court in a splendid basket chair near the entrance.

Adorable! Your time at the sanctuary also includes a canoe ride along the freshwater of the Estrella River. Lush

and densely vegetated, this protected area not only provides a habitat for more than 180 bird species, but also

for monkeys, turtles and scores of butterflies. On leaving your canoe, you can stretch your legs walking along

their manicured gardens to touch base with Mother Nature at her best! Once on land, refresh yourself with cold

bottled water and move on to see the park's most heart-melting inhabitants: sloth babies. You'll also have time to

browse for a memento in the store to remind you of this special day before the coach takes you back to the ship.

Please note: the sequence in which the tour is run may vary. The tour offers guests an opportunity to fully enjoy

the rainforest. Guests are advised that wildlife sightings cannot be guaranteed, please bring a light jacket and

head cap to protect yourself in case of rain, insect repellent and sunblock lotion to protect from the bright sun.

Price per person

Adult: € 94.00

Child: € 66.00
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PLI26 - CARIBBEAN TRAIN, ECO CRUISE &

COUNTRYSIDE

  

SCENIC ROUTE

PLI35 - BIRDS & NATURE AT BOCUARE JUNGLE

HAVEN

   

NATURAL

WONDERS

Make yourself at home on a meticulously restored vintage carriage of the open-air Caribbean Train and get set to

discover this supremely scenic region of Costa Rica in old-fashioned style. With the railway line having given rise

to Costa Rica's banana-producing industry in the late 19th/early 20th century, it passes through astounding

landscapes that are begging to be photographed. Frequent stops are scheduled on the way, giving you a chance

to do a bit of wildlife spotting. See how many sloths, monkeys and other jungle dwellers you can identify in the

dense vegetation to either side of the tracks. Your mode of transport will then change to a boat and your

exploration will take you down the beautiful Tortuguero Canal and natural waterway system. Part of a larger

protected area, the river and canal banks as well as the water itself are teeming with life. Waterfowl are

abundant, but you're also likely to spot whiteface and spider monkeys hanging out in the trees - inspecting you

just as carefully as you might inspect them. Once you reach the private dock at the port of Moin near Limón, you

can enjoy a refreshing selection of tropical fruit before you return to the pier and your ship. Please note: the

sequence in which the tour is run may vary. Guests are recommended to wear comfortable closed walking shoes,

high-factor sunscreen, insect repellent, light clothing, a hat/sun visor as well as to bring a camera and rainwear.

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 52.00

The privately owned Bocuare Jungle Haven in the picturesque Estrella Valley is your destination on this all-day

outing, which begins with a drive along Costa Rica's Caribbean coastline, passing through pretty little towns and

spacious banana plantations on the way. Run as a conservation and rescue centre for the region's tropical flora

and fauna, the Bocuare Jungle Haven offers unprecedented access to a unique ecosystem. A walk through the

property begins your visit, after which you can enjoy stupendous views of the magnificent plant life when you

cross a lagoon on a hanging bridge. The property provides a sanctuary for more than 115 different bird species,

including anhingas, tiger and boat-billed herons, trogons, woodpeckers, hummingbirds and clay-coloured robins -

Costa Rica´s national bird - alongside various visiting migrant birds. A tractor-pulled cart will then take you the

Bocuare Villa for a look around and to change into swimwear, after which you can enjoy the refreshing coolness

of the pool in its unique rainforest setting. Next up is the old sugar mill, where you'll find out how sugarcane is

processed, help with extracting the juice and sample the fruit of your labour. Your tour is rounded off by a typical

Costa Rican lunch, prepared by the Bocuare family, to the sound of local music. You'll also have a little time to

spend at the gift shop before the coach returns you to the port and your ship. Please note: the tour offers guests

an opportunity to hike to the heart of the rainforest and swim in a uniquely located swimming pool. Guests are

advised that wildlife sightings cannot be guaranteed. Guests are further recommended to wear light clothing,

comfortable walking shoes, a hat, high-factor sunscreen, insect repellent, sunglasses as well as to bring a light

jacket, rainwear, a camera, binoculars, a towel and a change of clothes/swimwear to change into. Changing

facilities are available for guests wishing to swim in the pool.

Price per person

Adult: € 82.00

Child: € 57.00
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PLI36 - ORIGINAL CANOPY TOUR AT VERAGUA

RAINFOREST ECO-ADVENTURE

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

PLI43 - PROTECTOURS: CULTURAL JOURNEY & SOUL

FOOD DELIGHT

   

PLI46 - MANZANILLO NATURE & BEACH EXCURSION

 

SEA & SUN

Half a day of adrenaline-pumping, high-flying action in the most spectacular natural setting awaits you on this

tour to the fabulous Veragua Rainforest complex, which you will reach following a scenic coach ride from the

pier. Once you've arrived, a guide will fit you with the necessary equipment and brief you on the fun to come,

after which you'll begin your aerial exploration of the park. Featuring 9 observation platforms and 9 traverses,

the amazing zip-line course lets you glide over the rainforest canopy and soak up breathtaking views of Costa

Rica's abundant flora and fauna. As you make your way down the 9 lines, keep your camera tethered for easy

access to snap any sightings of monkeys, sloths and tropical birds, all of which are common in the area. The last

traverse ends on a platform at ground level, from where a short walk will then take you to the reception area for

a drink of cool, refreshing purified water. Your return journey to Limón will provide further superb views of rural

Costa Rica and a well-earned chance to relax. Please note: guests must be at least 5 years of age and weigh no

more than approx. 270 lbs/123 kg to take part in the tour. Guests are recommended to wear comfortable clothes

(shorts, long trousers, t-shirt), sunglasses, a hat, high-factor sunscreen and insect repellent as well as to bring a

change of clothes (rain is common), a little cash and a camera. Additional beverages are available for purchase at

extra cost not covered by the price of the tour. The tour is considered to be unsuitable for guests with pre-

existing cardiac conditions, seizures/epilepsy and conditions affecting balance as well as pregnant women. In

deciding whether or not to join this tour, guests are requested to take their personal level of fitness and medical

history into consideration. Guests with pre-existing knee injuries, asthma or other respiratory conditions,

diabetes or any other serious medical conditions are requested to exercise particular caution and if concerned,

seek the advice of their doctor before taking part in the tour or engaging in strenuous activity.

Price per person

Adult: € 97.00

Child: € 68.00

Price per person

Adult: € 82.00

Child: € 57.00

Price per person

Adult: € 73.00

Child: € 51.00
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PLI32 - VERAGUA RAINFOREST AERIAL TRAM

PLI38 - TORTUGUERO CANALS & VERAGUA

RAINFOREST ECO-ADVENTURE

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Tucked away in the dense jungle and yet within easy reach of port Limón by coach lies one of Costa Rica's best-

kept secrets: the sprawling Veragua Rainforest Research & Adventure Park. During your air-conditioned coach

journey to the park, your guide will share information about the area's biodiversity and history. Once at the park,

you'll get to soar through the tree canopy on an aerial tramway, walk to a beautiful waterfall, rub shoulders with

myriad butterflies, including the incredible blue morpho, and see typical rainforest residents in a natural setting.

Specialised habitats include one for reptiles, one for frogs and one for butterflies. After visiting the park's

laboratories, you'll board the aerial tram for a breathtaking ride in the sky. Do take some photos of the stunning

views and keep watch for sloths, toucans or howler monkeys in the trees. Back on terra firma again, you'll then

walk the "Trail of the Giants", with the trees being the giants in question, or hike to the gushing Puma Waterfall.

The aerial tram will return you to the visitors' centre for a light snack of sandwiches, fresh fruit and juices at the

Rainforest Cafeteria. You'll also have time to visit the gift shop before you re-board the coach for the return ride

to your ship. Please note: guests are recommended to wear comfortable closed walking shoes, light clothing,

high-factor sunscreen and a hat/sun visor as well as to bring a camera and rainwear. The tour is considered to be

unsuitable for pregnant women. Some portions of road encountered on the tour may be bumpy and unpaved.

Reaching the Puma Waterfall involves using a total of 350 steps (both ways) and walking on an uneven dirt track.

This portion of the tour is considered to be unsuitable for guests with mobility problems. The Veragua Rainforest

Eco-Adventure is suitable for guests using a walker, manual wheelchair or a collapsible lightweight electric

scooter (100 lbs/45 kg or less). Guests using such mobility aids must be capable of navigating a few steps to get

on and off the coach. Wheelchairs or electric scooters will be stowed in the coach's luggage compartments and

retrieved at the park for guests to use.

Price per person

Adult: € 128.00

Child: € 89.00

Get set to discover two supersized jungle locations on an all-day tour that first takes you north along Costa Rica's

Caribbean coastline on an air-conditioned coach. Relish the views and learn about the region's prodigious

biodiversity from you on-board guide. At the Tortuguero Canal, you'll board a boat to explore a region so densely

vegetated it is also named Costa Rica's Amazon. Keep your camera close as you pass orchids, water lilies,

crocodiles, spider monkeys, manatees and otters or even spot an elusive jaguar in the foliage. All told, the area

supports approx. 530 different species of all shapes and sizes. Back on the coach, you'll head for the Veragua

Rainforest Park to see various creature-specific habitats. Check out the snakes and lizards at the reptile habitat,

meet the amphibians at the frog habitat and enjoy watching butterflies flutter by at the butterfly garden. A buffet-

style lunch is next at the main visitors' centre, following which it's time for the aerial tram. Divine views will

reveal themselves through the forest canopy, home to toucans, sloths and howler monkeys. Touching down again

at the riverbank, a walk will then take you to the "Trail of the Giants" - named after the huge trees - and a hike to

the lovely Puma Waterfall. The aerial tram will return you to the park's research laboratories, after which you'll

have time to browse in the gift shop before the coach takes you back to Limón and your ship. Please note: guests

are recommended to wear comfortable closed walking shoes, light clothing, high-factor sunscreen and a hat/sun

visor as well as to bring a camera and rainwear. The tour is considered to be unsuitable for pregnant women.

Some portions of road encountered on the tour may be bumpy and unpaved. Reaching the Puma Waterfall

involves using a total of 350 steps (both ways) and walking on an uneven dirt track. This portion of the tour is

considered to be unsuitable for guests with mobility problems. The Veragua Rainforest Eco-Adventure is suitable

for guests using a walker, manual wheelchair or a collapsible lightweight electric scooter (100 lbs/45 kg or less).

Guests using such mobility aids must be capable of navigating a few steps to get on and off the coach.

Wheelchairs or electric scooters will be stowed in the coach's luggage compartments and retrieved at the park

for guests to use.

Price per person

Adult: € 152.00

Child: € 107.00
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PLI40 - MONSTER BUS & RAINFOREST EXPEDITION

   

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

PLI41 - Scenic Drive and Caribbean Show

  

CITY TOUR

PLI44 - Rainforest Sky Walk

 

NATURAL

WONDERS

PLI89PV - Van with Driver and Guide - 4 Hours

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

All aboard the Monster bus - a 6 x 6, all-terrain, air-conditioned vehicle with panoramic windows - to explore the

natural beauty of Costa Rica's landscape. You'll be heading west, passing through small towns and travelling

down a winding road near the Banano River, with wonderful views to savour from various vantage points.

Weather permitting, you'll stop at the riverbank for a Costa Rican-style picnic lunch featuring seasonal fruit,

drinks and snacks, after which you'll move on again for a gentle stroll through the local rainforest. A

knowledgeable guide will point out interesting flora and fauna, such as poison dart frogs, monkeys and birdlife.

Another scenic drive that takes you past small creeks then follows to reach a banana plantation tucked away in a

small valley. After a chance to learn how bananas are grown, you'll make your way back to the ship with coastal

views to enjoy on the way. Please note: guests are recommended to wear light clothing, comfortable walking

shoes, a hat or visor, insect repellent and high-factor sunscreen as well as to bring rainwear in case of inclement

weather. Guests will need to be able to climb 8 steps in order to get in and out of the Monster bus.

Price per person

Adult: € 82.00

Child: € 57.00

Price per person

Adult: € 51.00

Child: € 36.00

Price per person

Adult: € 73.00

Child: € 51.00

Price per person

Adult: € 667.00

Child: € 0.00
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OCC01 - MARINE RESERVE SNORKEL SAFARI - ALL

DAY RENTAL

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC02 - OCEAN CAY WAVERUNNER TOUR: 2 GUESTS

(1 DRIVER & 1 RIDER)

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve,Bahamas

2024-03-20

Forming part of the Lucayan Archipelago, the Commonwealth of the Bahamas is made up of several larger

islands and hundreds of smaller cays, one of which is Ocean Cay. So named for its most prominent beachy

feature, the islet is surrounded by the Ocean Cay Marine Reserve - the perfect setting for this Bahamian

snorkelling adventure. Experience a fabulous snorkelling adventure by rubbing shoulders with the many curious

creatures that make up this multi-coloured underwater reef universe. All snorkelling gear will be provided with

instructions for use. Please note: guests must be able to swim and be at least 8 years of age to take part. The

location may change to suit prevailing weather conditions. All snorkelling gear and instructions for use are

provided. Guests will be required to sign a waiver.

Price per person

Adult: € 29.00

Child: € 26.00

Team up with a pal and prepare for a thrilling ride while gliding over the surf on a WaveRunner, one of the

coolest personal watercrafts. After receiving a thorough safety briefing and information on handling the craft,

you'll board your WaveRunner and set off to enjoy a fully guided and narrated tour. You can spend about 1 hour

enjoying the views around the Ocean Cay Marine Reserve, with sights of untouched cays and beaches. Please

note: the listed price is per WaveRunner (not per person); only one person needs to book, with tour payment

chargeable to only one account. The name of a companion sharing the WaveRunner with the paying guest must

be registered at the Excursions' Desk. The WaveRunner driver must be at least 18 years of age and be in

possession of a valid driving license. All riders between the ages of 8-18 must be accompanied by a parent or

guardian. Alcohol consumption is not permitted prior to the tour departure. The maximum combined weight

cannot exceed 204 kg (450 lbs). Drivers cannot be switched. Guests will be required to sign a waiver.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 155.00

Child: € 0.00
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OCC04 - SHIPWRECK SNORKELING & SECLUDED

GETAWAY

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC05 - PADDLEBOARD TOUR

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC03 - GLOW NIGHTTIME STAND UP PADDLE

BOARDING

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

After a short, scenic boat ride to one of the best snorkel sites in the area, you will receive all of your snorkel

equipment and instructions for use. Professional snorkel instructors will teach you everything you need to know

before you set off on one hour of snorkelling. You can either explore on your own or for an enhanced experience,

follow your snorkel guide while he feeds fish and points out all of the colourful and exotic marine life in the area.

After snorkelling, you'll head for the beautiful shallows of a remote area for swimming and relaxing in paradise.

Grab a complimentary rum punch or fruit punch and relax in the picturesque turquoise waters. Please note:

guests are requested to consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this

tour is appropriate. Guests with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory

conditions or any other medical condition must take particular caution when selecting a tour with

snorkelling/swimming elements, since such water activities could be subject to adverse sea conditions such as

high winds, waves and sea currents. Guests who have concerns must consult with their personal physician before

engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them, particularly those involving snorkelling/swimming

elements. Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only be available in English. Guests must be able to

climb a ladder in and out of a boat. Guests of limited mobility should not select this tour. Guests must be at least

21 years of age to consume alcohol. Snorkeling site is dependent on sea conditions and is subject to change at

captain discretion.

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 60.00

Experience stand up paddle boarding and explore the great sights and natural habitat around Ocean Cay on a

guided SUP tour! We provide the equipment and guides needed to make it easy for you to get right on the water.

Perfect for both beginners and experienced paddlers looking to experience something new and cool. Please note:

guests must be at least 14 years of age to participate and be accompanied by a parent / guardian the whole time.

Guests need to complete waiver.

Price per person

Adult: € 42.00

Child: € 0.00

Hop onboard your specially equipped stand-up paddle board, fitted with LED illumination that allows you to glide

on a beam of light across the calm waters of the Bahamas. The LED lights attract small fish and other curious sea

creatures for your viewing pleasure as you enjoy the calm evening paddle and starry skies over Ocean Cay.

Please note: guests must be at least 10 years of age to participate.

Price per person

Adult: € 48.00

Child: € 48.00
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OCC06 - KAYAK EXPLORER TOUR

  

NATURAL

WONDERS

OCC07 - OCEAN CAY RUM RENDEZVOUS - ADULTS

ONLY

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC14 - OCEAN CAY BEACH CABANA (MAX 6

GUESTS) - ALL DAY RENTAL

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Cruise the waters of Ocean Cay on this guided kayak tour and take in spectacular views of the coastline and

marine life such as conch, starfish and even stingrays in the water. This is a perfect way to relax in an area of

outstanding natural beauty and get in some gentle exercise as well. Your guide will lead this fascinating journey,

delivering instructions and a safety briefing before you set out. Please note: guests must be at least 8 years of

age to participate. Guests will be required to sign a waiver.

Price per person

Adult: € 42.00

Child: € 30.00

Enjoy the scenic beauty and turquoise waters of Ocean Cay by catamaran while sipping our complimentary

signature cocktail - the Ocean Cay Sway. As you board the spacious double decker power catamaran (no sail), you

will be greeted by the Captain and Crew. Sit back, relax, and enjoy the stunning beauty and colors of the tropical

Bahamian waters. After a short boat ride around Ocean Cay, the catamaran will anchor at one of the nearby

natural shallow waters of the Bahama Banks and turn up the volume for a Rum Rendezvous! While sipping on

your complimentary rum or fruit punch, enjoy lively music, have a great time with your friends and make new

friends while soaking up the sun, sand, and beauty of nearby sandbars. Please note: Guests must be 21 years old

and up to participate to this tour. The Bahama Banks shallow water levels will be tide dependent. Cash bar

available on board the catamaran to purchase additional drinks (beer, cocktails and an array of local Bahamian

rums). Aqua-Float chairs and umbrellas provided. Guests should be able to climb up and down the boat ladders to

get in and out of the water.

Price per person

Adult: € 78.00

Child: € 55.00

Spend the day on the cay with family and friends in the comfort of your very own cabana. You will have access to

your private cabana for the whole day, making for easy-going and convenient enjoyment of the sun and sea. Enjoy

fresh water and towels upon arrival, and take in the views while relaxing on a floating mat. Please note: guests

will have use of the cabana (with space for up to 6 people), with amenities including fresh drinking water, beach

towels and 2 floating beach mats. The listed price is per cabana (not per person).

Price per cabin

Adult: € 232.00

Child: € 0.00
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OCC16 - OCEAN VIEW YACHT CLUB CABANA (max 6

pax) - ALL DAY RENTAL (YC GUESTS EXCLUSIVE)

    

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCC09 - SUNSET CHAMPAGNE CRUISE

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCC10 - BEACHSIDE STARGAZING

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Escape with family and friends for an idyllic day in the comfort and privacy of a Yacht Club Cabana. You will have

access to your private cabana for the whole day, making for easy-going and convenient enjoyment of the sun and

sea. You are welcomed with fresh water and towels as well as complimentary lunch and beverages a and

delicious fruit skewers in the afternoon. In addition, four sets of snorkelling equipment and four complimentary

floating mats are provided to explore and relax in the turquoise Bahamian waters. Please note: guests will have

use of the cabana (with space for up to 6 people), amenities include fruit skewers, complimentary lunch and

beverages, fresh drinking water, beach towels, 4 floating beach mats and 4 sets of snorkeling equipment. The

listed price is per cabana (not per person). This tour is exclusive for guests booked in a Yacht Club cabin.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 370.00

Child: € 0.00

Enjoy a romantic evening boat cruise along the Bimini island chain while spotting dolphins and other marine life

from the boat with the days last light. Enjoy unlimited champagne and wine, which will be served throughout the

tour, while we toast the end to a relaxing day on Ocean Cay. Please note: the tour includes water, juice and soft

drinks, unlimited wine and champagne. Guests must be at least 21 years of age to consume alcohol.

Price per person

Adult: € 78.00

Child: € 55.00

Embark on an astronomy-themed adventure and cast your eyes to the night sky. Depending on where you live you

may not have the opportunity to see the beauty and wonder that the galaxy has to offer, and if you get lucky

perhaps even beyond the Milky Way. Enjoy a welcome drink as your astronomer guide, using state of the art

computerized tracking telescopes, finds the most striking star clusters, planets, nebulas and galaxies on display

that evening. An evening of unbelievable stargazing under the Bahamian sky awaits you, during which you'll

learn some fun space facts about the solar system. Please note: stargazing is dependent on weather and cloud

cover. Guests must be at least 21 years of age to consume alcohol.

Price per person

Adult: € 82.00

Child: € 0.00
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OCC17 - BEACHFRONT YACHT CLUB CABANA (max 6

pax) - ALL DAY RENTAL (YC GUESTS EXCLUSIVE)

    

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

OCC18 - CECLO LUXURY ELECTRIC PEDALO - 2 HRS

RENTAL

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC20 - FLOATING BEACH MAT (MAX 1 GUEST) - ALL

DAY RENTAL
SEA & SUN

Step out in style, from your Yacht Club Cabana directly onto the beach.  Ideal to share with family and friends,

you will enjoy the comfort and privacy of our top of the line cabana. You will have access to your private cabana

for the whole day, making for easy-going and convenient enjoyment of the sun and sea. You are welcomed with

fresh water and towels as well as complimentary lunch and beverages a and delicious fruit skewers in the

afternoon. In addition, four sets of snorkelling equipment and four complimentary floating mats are provided to

explore and relax in the turquoise Bahamian waters. Please note: guests will have use of the cabana (with space

for up to 6 people), amenities include fruit skewers, complimentary lunch and beverages, fresh drinking water,

beach towels, 4 floating beach mats and 4 sets of snorkeling equipment. The listed price is per cabana (not per

person). This tour is exclusive for guests booked in a Yacht Club cabin.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 416.00

Child: € 0.00

Are you ready for something new and exclusive? Glide through Ocean Cay's surrounding turquoise waters with

the newest invention on the market, the Ceclo - the luxury yacht of pedal boats, with electric assistance ready for

all your adventures. These beautiful boats are made of recycled champagne cork, wood, and aluminum. The boat

is yours for two hours to explore or simply slowly drift in the tranquility of the beautiful Bahamas. Please note:

Max 4 guests per CECLO. One person over 18 (parent or legal guardian) has to be present on the boat during the

rental at all times. Minimum age to participate is 8 years. Provided lifejackets must be worn at all times.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 112.00

Child: € 0.00

Time to clear your head, think, work on your tan, indulge in some quality beach life or float on the sea can be

yours to savour for a whole day and - if you wish - in utter solitude, giving you a chance to relax in the peace and

quiet afforded by your very own personal soft-foam float. De-stressing while floating around on the Caribbean

Sea, basking in the sun and soaking up superb views has never been easier - or more enjoyable.

Price per person

Adult: € 14.00

Child: € 0.00
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OCC21 - PADDLEBOARD RENTAL

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC22 - KAYAK RENTAL (MAX 2 PAX)

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC24 - OCEAN CAY UMBRELLA RENTAL - ALL DAY

RENTAL
SEA & SUN

OCC31 - OCEAN CAY LIGHTHOUSE CLIMB
SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Take a break from the cruising pace and slip into a lower gear of unfettered fun in the sun while exploring the

waters around Ocean Cay. The relatively new sport of stand-up paddle boarding - or SUPping as it is also known -

originated in Hawaii, is super easy to get the hang of and huge fun to do. The waters around Ocean Cay are

teeming with marine wildlife, so keep your eyes peeled for sightings as you explore. And with the beach always

close at hand, you can enjoy your SUPer experience with as many or few relaxation breaks as you like. Please

note: guests must be at least 14 years of age to participate and be accompanied by a parent / guardian the whole

time. Guests will be required to sign a waiver which may only be available in English.

Price per person

Adult: € 29.00

Child: € 0.00

An exciting kayaking experience awaits you on this tropical experience. Explore Ocean Cay Marine Reserve by

renting a kayak for yourself or bring along a partner for a team adventure to explore the pristine blue Bahamian

waters. Please note: Guests must be at least 18 years of age to rent a kayak, and be at least 10 years old to

participate, a maximum weight restriction of 205 kg/452 lbs per kayak applies. The tour is considered to be

unsuitable for guests with cardiac disease or back/neck injury. Guests will be required to sign a waiver.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 29.00

Child: € 0.00

Keep your cool on a sunny day with our convenient umbrella rentals. Reserve online and pick up at our activity

desk on the island.

Price per cabin

Adult: € 14.00

Child: € 0.00

Price per person

Adult: € 13.00

Child: € 13.00
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OCC33 - Mimosa Sunrise Cruise

   

NATURAL

WONDERS

OCC36 - HOBIE CATAMARAN OCEAN CAY SAILNG

TOUR

 

SEA & SUN

OCC37 - HOBIE ECLIPSE PADDLEBOARD 1 HOUR

RENTAL

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC38 - HOBIE FAMILY KAYAK 1 HR RENTAL

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

OCC39 - FAMILY FLOATING BEACH MAT ALL DAY

RENTAL

 

SEA & SUN

OCC35 - Twilight Scenic Island Cruise & Lightshow

 

SCENIC ROUTE

Price per person

Adult: € 78.00

Child: € 55.00

Price per person

Adult: € 131.00

Child: € 0.00

Price per person

Adult: € 45.00

Child: € 0.00

Price per person

Adult: € 85.00

Child: € 0.00

Price per person

Adult: € 32.00

Child: € 0.00

Price per person

Adult: € 73.00

Child: € 53.00
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OCC04ANN - SHIPWRECK SNORKELING FOR

ANNIVERSARY

 

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Price per person

Adult: € 0.00

Child: € 0.00

Legend

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAMILY FUN

Take your children on a journey of discovery, with a special programme for kids. The

perfect family trip.

CITY TOUR

Explore the city centre with a guided tour and soak up the local scenery with a

comfortable coach ride. The easy way to get to know your destination.

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

Learn all about the history and culture of your destination, with visits to must-see

locations and guided tours of key sites. The ideal route to local knowledge.

PANORAMIC

TOUR

Admire your destination in total comfort, with a scenic coach tour taking in the best

views and the main places of interest. The relaxing road to discovery.

SPORT AND

ADVENTURE

Head ashore in search of adventure! Opportunities for sport and fun range from

trekking and snorkelling to kayak tours and 4x4 vehicle adventures. The active

choice.

WONDER OF

NATURE

Immerse yourself in spectacular scenery and discover the fascinating flora and fauna

of your destination. Your passport to the wonders of the natural world.

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Pursue your interests in new places! From gastronomic tours and guided shopping

trips to religious visits, there’s a world of pastimes and passions to explore.

SEA AND SUN

Treat yourself to some pure relaxation, basking on a beautiful beach or enjoying the

stunning views on a scenic boat trip. A winner for sea and sun lovers.

EASY &

ACCESSIBLE

Leisurely explore the best each destination has to offer, in small groups, on tailor-

made itineraries for slow walkers and people with limited mobility. Up-close

experiences available for everyone.

MSC

PROTECTOURS

Protectours offers you unforgettable experiences while focusing on environmental

sustainability in order to preserve a beautiful world for future generations to enjoy.

MSC BIKE

ADVENTOURS

One of the best ways to explore a city is from the seat of a MSC bicycle. See, hear,

smell and feel the destination like never before.
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